Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa Fall Virtual Conference
Thursday-Friday, October 22-23, 2020

Conference Link:
The conference begins at 8:30 a.m. each day. Please use the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbO2J6_7v_dvP_EaVOrPGmg?view_as=subscriber

Q&A:
If you have questions for the presenters, please email me any time during, or
after, the conference: ltcswi@mchsi.com
Answers will be emailed to attendees and posted on our website:
www.ltcswi.com

Tech Support:
Anthony Swindell from Up The Ante Productions, is assisting with this virtual
conference. If you need technical assistance, please contact him:
847-668-1069.

Conference Questions:
If you have questions about the conference, please contact Ceci Johnson, LTCSWI
Executive Director:
515-989-6068 or ltcswi@mchsi.com
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Virtual Presentation
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Ethics in Long-term Care:
Maintaining Boundaries in the World of Technology and Social Media
Objectives…Participants will be able to:
• Define ethics in Long Term Care
• Define professional boundaries in a technological world
• Examine risks for maintaining professional boundaries in Long Term Care
• Review NASW standards for technology and social work practice
Sara Sanders, PhD, is a Professor and Associate Dean at the University of Iowa. She obtained
her BSW from St. Olaf College, MSW from the George Warren Brown School of Social Work at
Washington University, and her PhD from the University of Maryland. Her research interests
pertain to grief and loss reactions in caregivers of individuals with Alzheimer's disease, the
role of hospice care for individuals with dementia, and how the larger social service system
can be strengthened to meet the needs of patients with dementia and advanced cancer.
Stephen Cummings, MSW, is a Clinical Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa. He
obtained his BA in Education and his MSW from the University of Iowa.

Elder Abuse Protective Orders in
Iowa: Legal Updates and Strategies for Preventing Elder Abuse
Objectives…Participants will be able to:
• Learn about the history of and the legal requirements to obtain elder abuse protective orders in Iowa under
Iowa Code Chapter 235F
• Develop an understanding of who can file for a protective order, under what circumstances, and what
additional or alternate steps can be taken to prevent elder abuse
• Discuss strategies including legal planning
Angela Broughton-Romain, JD, is a Deputy Director at Iowa Legal Aid where she manages the
Legal Hotline for Older Iowans. Angela has worked on elder law issues for over 10 years, after
beginning her career in private practice in Minneapolis and serving as a federal judicial law clerk.
Angela is an honors graduate of Indiana University and New York University.
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Emotions of this discussion
• This is a topic that can raise many emotions and
feelings in people.
• A couple of ground rules
• We are all learning and growing in our understanding of boundaries…thus, we
are all at different places in our journey
• We all have had successes and failures in our attempt to develop and maintain
professional boundaries…the discussion of both is acceptable
• All things discussed remain in this room…confidentiality is essential to promote a
safe place to share our experiences
• Challenging one’s paradigms and framework for how to consider boundaries is
necessary, but judgments are not.
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Objectives
• Define professional boundaries, dual and multiple
relationships, and conflicts of interest
• Differentiate between boundary crossings and boundary
violations
• Examine a model developed by Dr. Patti Anawalt for
monitoring our decision making around professional
boundaries
• Connect self care with healthy professional boundaries
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Self-reflection
• Please form small groups and share situations in which
you have demonstrated strong professional boundaries,
times when you have struggled with professional
boundaries, and experiences you have seen among
your teammates
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Where do you sit?
• Are these situations acceptable social work behaviors?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accepting gifts from patient/family members
Crying with a patient/family during a session
Visiting an existing patient/family during non-work hours.
Inviting a former patient/family member out for lunch.
Inviting a student that s/he was supervising to a social gathering.
Attending a wedding of a past patient’s family member.
Greeting a former family at a community event.
Asking a patient or family member for advice in the individuals professional area of expertise.
Attending a funeral of one patient but not all patients
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Four Ethical Principles Connected to
Boundaries
• Beneficence: obligation to advocate for what is
beneficial to the patient; related to how the patient
defines what is beneficial
• Non-maleficence: avoid causing harm; this is
through medical interventions, but also social,
psychological, spiritual interventions
• Respect for patient autonomy: self-determination
• Justice: obligation to be fair and impartial and to
treat people in similar situations the same way

(Kaldjian, et. al. 2005)
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Boundaries
• Boundary: Defining or determining of a limit. Within
this context, boundaries represent a “psychological
space” or distance, meant to emphasize the
professional’s position or neutrality and objectivity
(Scopelliti, et al, 2004, p. 955)

• Boundary issues: Circumstances in which a
professional encounters actual or potential conflicts
between their professional duties and their social,
sexual, religious, or business relationships
(Reamer, 2003, p. 121)
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Dual and Multiple Relationships
• Definitions (as defined by the NASW Code of Ethics—
similar in other professional codes)
1.06 c. Dual or multiple relationships occur when social
workers relate to clients in more than one relationship,
whether professional, social, or business. Dual or
multiple relationships can occur simultaneously or
consecutively.

9
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Dual and Multiple Relationships
• NASW Code of Ethics.1.06. (c). Social workers should
not engage in dual or multiple relationships with clients
or former clients in which there is a risk of exploitation or
potential harm to the client. In instances when dual or
multiple relationships are unavoidable, social workers
should take steps to protect clients and are responsible
for setting clear, appropriate, and culturally sensitive
boundaries.
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Conflicts of Interest
• NASW Code of Ethics. 1.06 (a). Social workers should
be alert to and avoid conflicts of interest that interfere
with the exercise of professional discretion and impartial
judgment. Social workers should inform clients when a
real or potential conflict of interest arises and take
reasonable steps to resolve the issue in a manner that
makes the clients’ interests primary and protect clients’
interests to the greatest extent possible.
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Boundary Crossings vs.
Boundary Violations
• Boundary crossing: a situation or relationship that is not
intentionally exploitive or unethical, and may be
unavoidable
• Having a patient who was your child’s teacher, your physician, a co-worker, a
friend
• These situation occur, but the way you manage it impacts if it becomes a violation

• Boundary violations: when a situation or relationship
occurs with a client or colleague that is exploitive,
manipulative, deceptive, or coercive
(Reamer, 2003, p. 122)
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Why the focus on dual relationships,
boundaries, and conflicts of interest?
• As hospice professionals, we provide services to people who
are vulnerable, in crisis and in need additional support
• People experiencing life crises have shared meaning; thus, it is
easy to relate to the experiences of our clients
• Presents issues that remind us of our own lives and
relationships
• We are a people-oriented profession
• We will most likely serve people that we know personally or
professionally
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Why the focus on dual relationships,
boundaries, and conflicts of interest?
• The way we manage dual relationships, conflicts of
interest and boundaries impact…
•
•
•
•
•

Patient and family
Your relationship with your colleagues
Your professional reputation
The way that others view the profession
Your ability to make objective decisions with patients and
families
• Your health
• Issues related to compassion fatigue & burnout
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A Decision-Making Model:
The Guard Rail, The Curve
and the Dotted Line
Developed by Dr. Patti Homan Anawalt

15
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The Guard Rail, The Curve,
and the Dotted Line
• Model examines the decision-making process for professionals
when considering boundaries and conflicts of interest
• The Guard Rail: When we think about the guard rail, these are the
absolutes that most professionals know not to do which result in a
boundary violations
• Sex with clients
• Drinking alcohol & taking drugs with clients
• Violating HIPPA

• You hit the guard rail and know that you are in trouble
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The Guard Rail
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The Curve

18
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The Curve
• Represents an area of practice that is risky
for professionals
• Decisions have to be made fast, crises are
occurring or looming, emotions are high, and
time for self-care and introspection is limited
• If we take cases of “the curve” too fast, we
can frequently end up hitting the guard rail
and crashing….OR the crash may not initially
happen so we continue to take the curve fast
until we crash
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The Curve
• Examples:
• Going over and beyond for a client which was meant to
occur once due to a crisis but continues over time
• Becoming emotional involved with a client and making
exceptions with disclosure, personal touch, and sharing of
personal contact information
• Developing a strong relationship and taking time for that
client during “off time”
• Continuing contact with the client post-termination
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• Providing physical comfort to a client without first asking
permission
• Sharing a personal story with a client in an attempt to establish
rapport
• Becoming too emotionally connected with a client and client’s
story and expressing emotions during the client’s time
• Making an exception for one client because of your
“relationship” with them, but not doing this for other clients….and
the other clients find out
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The Dotted Line
Represents a point of caution; we are to stay on our side of
the road and should we pass, we should pass with caution
and great deliberation
We should really practice “on the dotted line”
When we consider the dotted line, it is important to consider
not putting your “nose out” without first:
1. Checking all angles and risks
2. Consulting with others
3. Considering the ethical issues that may develop with our decisions
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Summary
• We need evaluate our cases based on this
model to determine if we are at risk of a crash
• As a professional, the crash could be very
damaging for us personally and
professionally, as well as for our colleagues
and clients
• Staying on our side of the dotted line is the
safest place, but when we chose to cross that
line it needs to be a well thought-out decision
to ensure a crash will not happen
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Slippery Slope

24
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Slippery Slope
• When we discuss the slippery slope, we
are talking about the process of making
exceptions, going the extra mile, and all of
the little things that start to blur the line
between professional and personal
• Impact on team
• Impact on organization
• Impact on the professional

• Questions to consider when facing a
potentially slippery slope:
• If you do this for one person, would you do it for everyone?
• Would other staff provide the same thing?
• How would the patient/family respond if you say no the next time?
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Case Study of the Slippery
Slope
A case of a nurse named Pat
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Follow-up with the family
• Hospices who have evaluated the professionals boundaries of staff have
learned some of the issues occurring with professional boundaries
• These are situations that have been shared with me over the years.
• Staff were visiting off hours
• Personal phone numbers were exchanged and family phone calls off hours were
accepted
• Staff would go out of their way to help the family, even if it meant doing things on their
personal time and with their personal money
• Relationships with other family members were developed and special treatment was
given to them…meals brought in, staff running errands, etc.
• Staff children were brought to visit family and client
• Family and staff attended social events together, including church and birthday parties

• Do you see any similarities with your own hospice?
• Reactions?

27
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The Pit
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The Concerned Helper
• The “Helper’s Pit” analogy
• Stand on the outside of the pit and look in
• Put the ladder in the pit but then leave
• Offer your hand in case the person wants to leave their pit
(Dale Larson, The Helper’s Journey, 1993)
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Keeping Ourselves Boundary Focused
• Boundaries need to be defined at FIRST visit…you will
then have a place to refer back to if challenged
• Think about yourself…would you ever ask your
physician about him/herself? Would you do that with an
attorney?
• These are usually strict professional relationships
• How would you respond if the professional started sharing this information with
you
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• We do not realize the impact of our self disclosure on
our clients.
• Situation: A client asks you what you are doing on the weekend. You provide an
overview of a trip your family is taking to the Dells. The client then asks you
Monday about the trip. Is this appropriate?
• Where is the focus?
• Did this overview of your weekend help your client?
• Could this have harmed your client?
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• My vote would be “no”, it is not appropriate to share.
• Things to consider:
• Are you there to share with the client about your trip and your family plans? Your
role is to help the client and family transition as death approaches. Does your trip
relate to this?
• Will your patient and family ever get to go to the Dells again? Probably
not….could this be actually hurtful to your client.
• So, how do we get out of situations where clients are asking up pointed
questions.
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• Keep the focus on them.
• “We are still solidifying our plans. How did you and your wife spend your weekends
with your kids?”

• People will want to know about you, but what is your role? Your role is to be there
for them.
• “Mrs. Jones, I appreciate your interest in me and my family. But, my role is to be here
to support you. If I spend my time telling you about my family, then I am taking away
from the services we are to be providing to you.”
• “Mr. Smith, thank you for asking about my religion. I can tell religion is important to
you given that your Bible is out when I come. Can you tell me about your faith
journey?”
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• It is OK to be vague…this is a professionals, not
personal relationship
• Be genuine…thank them for their interest in you, but it is
acceptable to redefine your role
• If you make a mistake, you need to own it
• “Mr. Smith, last week when I shared with you about my vacation, I was taking time
away from you and I am sorry. My time needs to be spend learning about you and
your family, not sharing about mine.”
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How Will Professional Boundaries Help
You?
• Protect you professionally…it is your professional reputation and license
• Help you to redefine your work with patients and families.
• Help the relationship stay professional and not journey into a personal
domain
• Help protect you emotionally…you will be less likely to become too
emotionally involved because a distance has been created
• Strengthen your team…everyone will be on the same page with care
• Help self-care outside of work
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Ways Your Organization Can Promote Healthy
Boundaries
• Define professional boundaries in policies and procedures
• Have peer supervision groups where conflicts and challenges with
professional boundaries can be discussed and processed
• Promote an attitude of “its professional”. Thus, if you see someone
struggling, discussions with them should occur… “not personal, but
professional”
• Yearly trainings on professional boundaries
• Recognize that many people who are recognized for going “over and
beyond” are promoting poor boundaries…this needs to be re-examined
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Strategies for Maintaining
Professional Boundaries
• Recognize that professional boundaries differ among people in
your field
• Ask questions and reflect on our work
• Follow a plan for self-care
• Always have the best interest of individuals and families that we
are serving as the framework for the work that we do
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Hey, You Got Your Tech in My Ethics!

TECHNOLOGY

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

ETHICS
This Photo by Unknown
Author is licensed under
CC BY-SA-NC
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Stephen Cummings, Clinical Associate Professor
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Workshop Objectives

01

02

03

IDENTIFY KEY
UPDATES IN THE
CODE OF ETHICS

ENGAGE IN NEW
ETHICS
STANDARDS AS
THEY RELATE TO
PRACTICE

DEVELOP
COMPETENCY IN
PRACTICEFOCUSED
TECHNOLOGY
TOOLS
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BUT FIRST…
• WHAT CHANGES HAVE
WE MADE THIS WEEK?
• HAVE YOU HAD TO
ADAPT TO ENGAGING
YOUR CLIENTS, OR
TARGET POPULATION IN
DIFFERENT WAYS?
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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THIS WEEK FOR ME

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

• Cancel several state and
national presentations
• Work closely with
instructors to convert to
virtual conferences
• Provide supervision via the
Zoom platform
• Start planning an online
graduation ceremony
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The Tools, the Code and Ethics
• Who has access?
• What am I allowed to do?
• Are my technology tools safe to use?
• What is the learning curve?

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under
CC BY-SA-NC

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed
under CC BY
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Telehealth demands are high
• Colleagues are
updating me on the
reimbursement rates
and rules in Iowa
• The NASW-NJ sold out
5,000 registrations for
the Telehealth seminar
today. They’re posting
the video of the webinar
on their YouTube page.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BYNC-ND
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Social workers are leaders & innovators

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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My premises
• Technology use has the power
to reduce inequality and
promote social justice; but it
doesn’t do that without active
human engagement and
critical thinking
• Technology is a utility, but
technology use is not
• Digital literacy should be a
fundamental part of education
AND practice

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Social Work Technology in Practice
Electronic charting
Storage, Database design,
Access, Privacy
Technology convergence
into practice
Parallels with classroom
experience
A.I. and automation
Encroachment on social work
practice?
Creeping inequality

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Social Work Technology in Practice
Ownership of works
Giving credit where
it’s due
Resource consolidation
Libraries remain vital to
communities but face cuts
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Social Work Technology in Practice
Net Neutrality
The internet as utility
rather than commodity
Protected consumers
against inequality
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Education and Practice Settings
Technology has forced a
change in education
• Mobile technology,
information flow
• Lecturing isn’t “dead” but
how we engage students
requires recalibration
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Frameworks
What’s LEGAL & what’s ETHICAL
Common practice models:
Medical – pathology, diagnosis,
treatment
Social - empowerment, selfdetermination
Legal – Judicial
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Ethical risks in social work
Reamer (2015)

Mistakes
Dilemmas
Misconduct

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Mistake

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND
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Dilemma
Judgements stemming from
complex situations
Navigating boundaries in rural areas
Revealing information about a client
during a police investigation
Terminating services
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Is my duty to the patient, the
agency, or society?
School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Misconduct
Ethical violations based on deliberate social
work actions
Sexual relationships with clients
Falsifying records
Misrepresentation of credentials or educational
background
What examples come to mind?
School of Social Work

@spcummings
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The Code of Ethics: 2018
What’s changed
19 new clauses, including:
Technology updates
Language on the understanding of “competency”
What’s not changed
Standards as written of the existing Code (2008)
School of Social Work

@spcummings
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New focus on technology
• Emphasized in informed consent (1.03)
• Competence (1.04)
• Examples:
• “1.03(e): Social workers should discuss with clients the social workers’
policies concerning the use of technology in the provision of professional
services.”
• “1.04(d) Social workers who use technology in the provision of social work
services should ensure that they have the necessary knowledge and skills
to provide such services in a competent manner. This includes an
understanding of the special communication challenges when using technology
and the ability to implement strategies to address these challenges.”

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology
• Cultural awareness (1.05)
• (d) Social workers who provide electronic social work services should
be aware of cultural and socioeconomic differences among clients and
how they may use electronic technology.
Social workers should assess cultural, environmental, economic,
mental or physical ability, linguistic, and other issues that may
affect the delivery or use of these services.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology
• Cultural awareness (1.05)

How do your clients rely on technology?
Do we allow for adaptations?
Universal design in practice
School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology and Informed Consent
• (f) Social workers who use technology to provide social
work services should obtain informed consent from the
individuals using these services during the initial
screening or interview and prior to initiating services.
Social workers should assess clients’ capacity to
provide informed consent and, when using
technology to communicate, verify the identity and
location of clients.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology and Informed Consent
• The new standard establishes the social worker’s responsibility to explain
informed consent to the client
• 1.03(f): Requires social workers to explain informed consent from the
beginning of the social worker-client relationship

When using technology, requires social worker to identify and
establish the location of the client.
This has been a key area of concern among practitioners

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology and Informed Consent
Why is this knowledge (identity and location of the client)
important?
Need to contact emergency services if necessary
Establishes understanding of the client’s culture
SW understands what laws and regulatory provisions apply

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology and Empathy
• Social workers who use technology to provide social work services should
assess the clients’ suitability and capacity for electronic and remote
services.
Social workers should consider the clients’ intellectual, emotional, and
physical ability to use technology to receive services and the clients’ ability
to understand the potential benefits, risks, and limitations of such services.
If clients do not wish to use services provided through technology,
social workers should help them identify alternate methods of service.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Technology and Competence
(d) Social workers who use technology in the provision of social
work services should ensure that they have the necessary
knowledge and skills to provide such services in a competent
manner.
This includes an understanding of the special
communication challenges when using technology and the
ability to implement strategies to address these challenges

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Universal design
• Darby, A. ( n.d.): originates barrierfree design, architectural
accessibility.
• This includes the concepts of
equitable use, flexible use, simple
and intuitive use, perceptible
information.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Case scenarios: What is best
practice?
• A client arrives late to an
appointment and is told she should
have checked his electronic
resource.
• A community member is informed
that the local automated kiosk to
find job listings has been shut down
and he should go to the library for
assistance.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Conflict of Interest (1.06)
• (e) Social workers should avoid communication with clients using
technology (such as social networking sites, online chat, e-mail, text
messages, telephone, and video) for personal or non-work-related
purposes.
• (f) Social workers should be aware that posting personal information on
professional Web sites or other media might cause boundary confusion,
inappropriate dual relationships, or harm to clients.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Privacy and Confidentiality (1.07)
• (a) Social workers should respect clients' right to
privacy. Social workers should not solicit private
information from or about clients except for
compelling professional reasons. Once private
information is shared, standards of confidentiality
apply.
• This is a change from ”essential to providing
services or research”
• Puts focus on what is “professional” rather than
what is “essential”
School of Social Work
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Privacy and Confidentiality
• (f) “When social workers provide
counseling services to families,
couples, or groups, social
workers should seek agreement
among the parties involved
concerning each individual's right
to confidentiality and obligation to
preserve the confidentiality of
information shared by others…

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Privacy and Confidentiality
The change to this provision includes the language that all parties should
determine how information should be shared.
Example: Am I able to share information via e-mail or other means?
Can we communicate therapeutically through videoconferencing, should
face-to-face meetings be impossible on that today (for example, if inclement
weather prevents travel?)

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Privacy and Confidentiality
• (i) Social workers should not discuss
confidential information, electronically or
in person, in any setting unless privacy
can be ensured. Social workers should not
discuss confidential information in public or
semipublic areas such as hallways, waiting
rooms, elevators, and restaurants.
• This adds the electronic element to
communication.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Privacy and Confidentiality
(m) Social workers should take reasonable steps to
protect the confidentiality of electronic
communications, including information provided to
clients or third parties. Social workers should use
applicable safeguards (such as encryption,
firewalls, and passwords) when using electronic
communications such as e-mail, online posts, online
chat sessions, mobile communication, and text
messages.

School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Privacy and Confidentiality
This updates language from 1996, which included
descriptions of fax machines
emphasis on encryption, firewalls, and passwords
Requires competency regarding these terms, as well as the
possible outcomes for not using them appropriately. Letting
passwords lapse or become weak
Knowledge of the presence of a firewall (allowing outbound
information while preventing access)
School of Social Work
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Privacy and Confidentiality
• (n) Social workers should develop and disclose policies and
procedures for notifying clients of any breach of confidential
information in a timely manner. (this is new)
• (o) In the event of unauthorized access to client records or
information, including any unauthorized access to the social
worker’s electronic communication or storage systems,
social workers should inform clients of such
disclosures, consistent with applicable laws and
professional standards. (this is new)
School of Social Work
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Privacy and Confidentiality
Social workers should avoid searching or gathering
client information electronically unless there are
compelling professional reasons, and when appropriate,
with the client’s informed consent.

School of Social Work

This Photo by Unknown
@spcummings

Author is licensed under CC BY
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Case scenario: The “open window”
Scenario: Brenda contacts the office of Bob the
Social Worker to establish a therapeutic
relationship. Prior to their first meeting, Bob
searches all public social media accounts that
include information on Brenda, to further
understand her present condition.
Is this ethical?
What have you experienced in practice?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Privacy and Confidentiality
Another angle
Who thinks they have the oldest social media account?
Have we actively monitored and provided maintenance to all the posts
on this account?
EXAMPLE:
If you you use Facebook, request your data and download it.
*This data includes all your communication via Facebook, including
your “likes” across the internet, as well as text messages using the
Messenger app.
School of Social Work

@spcummings
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Now for a section I like to call…
”Because
It
Happens”
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Sexual Relationships
Social workers should under
no circumstances engage in
sexual activities,
inappropriate sexual
communications through
the use of technology or in
person, or sexual contact
with current clients, whether
such contact is consensual or
forced.
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•

This address a few
misconceptions

•

Texting and similar
communication
technologies are real.

•

Deleting it doesn’t make it
go away
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Sexual Harassment
Social workers should not sexually harass
clients.
Sexual harassment includes sexual advances;
sexual solicitation; requests for sexual favors;
and other verbal, written, electronic, or
physical contact of a sexual nature.
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Unethical Conduct of Colleagues
Social workers should take
adequate measures to
discourage, prevent, expose,
and correct the unethical
conduct of colleagues,
including unethical conduct
using technology.
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Supervision and Consultation

Social workers who provide
supervision or consultation (whether
in-person or remotely) should have
the necessary knowledge and skill to
supervise or consult appropriately and
should do so only within their areas of
knowledge and competence.
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Discipline and Public Actions
• Fortunately, a vast majority of social workers do not face
discipline or public actions
• Discipline and public action is intended to be the public,
transparent action reflecting the intent to protect the
public from malpractice
• The Code of Iowa is the prevailing document applied to
the cases brought before the licensing board
• The following review is intended to reflect how the Code
of Ethics correlates positively to the Iowa Code
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Why do we make decisions?
Virtue Theory: posits that one’s character is the key attribute
to decision-making, rather than that acts themselves.
A person appears to be virtuous so ethical challenges will be
addressed appropriately.
• What virtues are we talking about?
Organizational Goal Setting: Assumes that people in
organizations are “good” and that decisions made in that
context are based on goals.
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Final thoughts
• When appropriate, review technology use expectations
with clients.
• Be leaders in technology. We don’t need to code, but
we should understand where we are and where we may
be going.
• Address problems actively, from micro to macro levels.
• Work to educate our teams; intervene on bad practices.
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